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Abstract. The ShExML language was born as a more user-friendly approach for knowledge graph construction. However, recent studies have highlighted that its companion engine suffers from serious performance issues. Thus, in this paper I undertake the optimisation of the engine by means of a profiling methodology. The improvements are then measured as part of a performance evaluation whose results are statistically analysed. Upon this analysis, the effectiveness of each proposed enhancement is discussed. As a direct result of this work the ShExML engine offers a much more optimised version which can cope better with users’ demands.
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1. Introduction

Declarative mapping rules have emerged as a more reusable, adaptable, shareable and understandable method of constructing knowledge graphs that supersedes ad-hoc ones [13]. While it all started with one-to-one transformations (e.g., R2RML\(^1\)), the topic was soon shifted towards handling more heterogeneous data formats with one single representation [1], starting with RML [2].

From this point a myriad of languages and engines have emerged tackling different challenges and proposing different syntaxes and functionalities that could appeal to different users’ profiles [3, 13]. Among the different solutions, ShExML was devised with usability in mind, trying to make the rules writing easy for users who are not always familiarised with Semantic Web technologies [4]. However, unlike other languages and specifications, ShExML only counts on one compliant engine\(^2\) which can limit the possibilities for further optimisations [5, 6]. This aspect has been revealed in the recent SPARQL-Anything performance evaluation which shows how the ShExML engine performs drastically worse than other competitors [7].

Therefore, in this paper I undertake the task of improving the performance of the ShExML engine by means of a profiling analysis which reveals the performance bottlenecks present in the engine. The results of this analysis led to several improvements that had been gradually introduced in consecutive engine versions.\(^3\) Therefore, in order to demonstrate the reliability of this analysis, a performance evaluation is conducted over the improved versions of the ShExML engine to study the real impact of these enhancements on the overall performance. The results yielded in this study could serve other practitioners who seek to enhance their engines or their knowledge graph construction workflows.

---

\(^1\)https://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/
\(^2\)https://github.com/herminiogg/ShExML
\(^3\)https://github.com/herminiogg/ShExML/releases
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the related work is presented, Section 3 presents the ShExML engine algorithm and how it works while in Section 4 the introduced improvements are presented. Section 5 explains the experiments, and exposes and discusses the results. Finally, the future lines of work upon this paper are drafted in Section 6 and conclusions of this work are drawn in Section 7.

2. Related work

Some previous works have tackled the performance comparison of different mapping languages. For example, upon its launch, SPARQL-Generate was compared against RML for a set of size-increasing CSV documents [14]. Similarly, in [15] the authors compare a parallel-ready version of RML, RMLStreamer, against a set of size-increasing inputs in CSV, XML and JSON formats.

In an effort to bring some cohesion to this field, GTFS-Madrid-Bench, a benchmark based on transport data, was proposed [16] which has led to different evaluations using it (e.g., [17, 18]) and even a challenge in a well-established workshop in the field leading to more consequent evaluations [19, 20].

More recently SPARQL-Anything was launched, comparing it against other existing declarative mapping languages (SPARQL-Generate, RML and ShExML) using two different sets for evaluation: 4 different JSON files and an increasing in size input in JSON [7]. Upon the delivered results it was demonstrated that the ShExML engine had serious performance problems.

However, a common issue of these evaluations is that all of them use a flat structure for the input files which cannot account for the possible differences and bottlenecks that processing hierarchical files may impose. As in the case of GTFS-Madrid-Bench, even though there are many different inputs that correlate to each other, the actual composition is delegated to a join function. Moreover, in many cases the results are not statistically contrasted nor analysed which can hinder and limit the assumptions made from them.

Therefore, this work tackles the optimisation of the ShExML engine using a profiling technique but taking a different approach for the evaluation of the results, including a hierarchical set, and delivering a statistical analysis of the produced results.

3. ShExML engine algorithm

The ShExML engine is implemented in Scala which allows for designing a purely functional algorithm which could potentially ease the future parallelisation of the engine. Therefore, the algorithm is merely conceived around this idea, even though some points do not strictly preserve the solely-functional behaviour as it will be detailed later.

3.1. Engine architecture

The ShExML engine follows the pipes and filters architectural pattern based in the extended architectural design in which many compilers and interpreters are based on. Figure 1 shows how the engine architecture is composed and how the ShExML engine adapts it for its specific purpose.

The engine abstract workflow is as follows: (1) the lexical analyser produces a series of tokens from a given input, (2) the syntax analyser produces an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) from the given set of tokens, (3) the symbol table is constructed upon the AST in order to be able to resolve the variables later, (4) the output generator receives the AST and the symbol table and generates an output. One particularity is that the engine does not implement a semantic analyser which is not strictly necessary for the functioning of the engine. However, this is a common problem in many declarative mapping rules engines as mentioned in [4], and it is envisioned to be implemented in the future to help users of this engine to better understand the thrown errors. This abstract workflow translates to the following specific implementations: (1) and (2) are implemented using ANTLR4 [8] which allows to build

4https://kg-construct.github.io/workshop/2023/#call
5https://www.antlr.org/
a lexer\(^6\) and a parser\(^7\) using a grammar-based input. In ShExML, for maintainability reasons, the lexer and the parser grammars are separated. The result of the parser is then received by the ASTCreatorVisitor\(^8\) that acts as an intermediary between the ANTLR4-generated visitor and the engine domain model\(^9\) — decoupling the AST model from the lexer and parser used technology. The step (3) registers the symbols declared across the mapping rules and make them available for the output generators, generating a dictionary with the different symbols and their meaning. This dictionary is right now implemented as a mutable HashMap which could possibly prevent the parallelisation of the algorithm, however, this could be changed in the future by its thread-safe counterpart. Finally, in the final step (4), the output is generated by one of the output generators. Right now the ShExML engine counts on four different generators: RDFGeneratorVisitor (the main one that outputs RDF in the form of an Apache Jena model), RMLGeneratorVisitor (translates ShExML mapping rules to RML equivalent ones and outputs them as an Apache Jena model \([9]\)), ShExGenerationVisitor (infers and outputs Shape Expressions that validate the data generated by the mapping rules), SHAACLGenerator (similar behaviour to the ShEx generator but with SHAACL shapes.) For the purpose of this study I will focus on the RDFGeneratorVisitor which has the greatest load and is responsible for the RDF generation being compared in the evaluation.

3.2. RDF generation algorithm

The RDF generation algorithm in the ShExML engine is broadly composed of two main operations. Firstly, a general operation processes each shape, iterates over the predicate-object tuples and correlates the results of each tuple to their corresponding subject results (see Algorithm 1.) Then, to generate the results and evaluate the expressions enclosed in the shapes actions, Algorithm 1 calls the Algorithm 2 which uses the symbol table to transpose the variables to the partial queries and then composes these partial queries into the final queries. Once the set of final queries is completed these are executed against the given file. For the sake of the explainability of the algorithm many specificities have been excluded but the whole algorithm implemented in Scala can be consulted in the engine source code repository.\(^{10}\) Other details have been encapsulated in calls to functions which can be interpreted as follows:

\(^6\)https://github.com/herminiog/ShExML/blob/master/src/main/java/com/herminiogarcia/shexml/antlr/ShExMLLexer.g4
\(^7\)https://github.com/herminiog/ShExML/blob/master/src/main/java/com/herminiogarcia/shexml/antlr/ShExMLParser.g4
\(^8\)https://github.com/herminiog/ShExML/blob/master/src/main/java/com/herminiogarcia/shexml/antlr/ASTCreatorVisitor.scala
\(^{10}\)https://github.com/herminiog/ShExML/blob/master/src/main/scala/com/herminiogarcia/shexml/visitor/RDFGeneratorVisitor.scala
Algorithm 1: General algorithm for the generation of RDF

Algorithm 2: Algorithm to evaluate the expressions and perform the queries, used in Algorithm 1 as resolveAction(a)
4. Profiling the ShExML engine and performance improvements

For discovering the bottlenecks of the ShExML engine and allowing to contrast the performance improvements, a profiling methodology was used. Then, the different improvements are introduced per version allowing for a modular assessment of their overall effect in the engine performance.

For the profiling methodology, the Java VisualVM\(^\text{11}\) tool was used. This allowed for monitoring the different methods inside the engine and assessing their time consumption in relation with the whole execution time. The followed process consisted in starting the application to then activate the sampler on the CPU which allows to generate a faster overview than profiling the whole application and it was sufficient for the purpose of this work. However, as this process can take some seconds to set up I included a general delay of 20 seconds in the main method of the ShExML engine in order to ensure the capture of the relevant data. Afterwards, the method call tree was analysed in order to seek for the possible bottlenecks or methods that were taking more time than what was deemed appropriate.\(^\text{12}\) This process was repeated through the different improvements and versions as once one specific bottleneck is solved, another one may become more evident than before. Finally, this process delivered a set of improvements distributed across the following ShExML engine versions:

```xml
# id field iterator query
//film[*]/@id
# name field iterator query
//film[*]/name
# actors and actresses name field iterator query
//film[*]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][]/name
```

Listing 2 Iterator queries composed by the engine when executing the mapping rules contained in Listing 1.

```
# id field extraction
//film[1]/@id
//film[2]/@id
# name field extraction
//film[1]/name
//film[2]/name
# actors and actresses name field extraction
//film[1]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][1]/name
//film[1]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][2]/name
//film[1]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][3]/name
//film[1]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][4]/name
//film[1]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][5]/name
//film[2]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][1]/name
//film[2]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][2]/name
//film[2]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][3]/name
//film[2]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][4]/name
//film[2]/cast/node()[self::actor or self::actress][5]/name
```

Listing 3 Final queries to be executed after expanding the iterator queries listed in Listing 2.

Version 0.3.3

This version started the journey on performance improvements by adding a cache mechanism over two main features that were unnecessarily consuming a lot of time.\(^\text{13}\) Namely, it was detected that the files were downloaded many times incurring in very costly IO operations due to the functional-based design of the algorithm. Therefore, the

\(^{11}\)https://visualvm.github.io/

\(^{12}\)The profiler results can be consulted on: https://github.com/herminiogg/shexml-performance-evaluation/tree/main/profiler-snapshots

\(^{13}\)See the changelog: https://github.com/herminiogg/ShExML/compare/v0.3.2...v0.3.3
retrieval method was redesigned to cache the files contents, only retrieving them for the first time. This improvement
was really evident when the IO operations involved downloading files over the internet. Similarly, and due to the
algorithm design explained in Section 3, some of the queries were executed more than once creating an unnecessary
time consumption, moreover in the cases of hierarchical data as explained before. Therefore, a cache system was
also put into place for JSONPath and XPath queries.

Version 0.4.0

After the improvements on v0.3.3, other bottlenecks became more evident. Firstly, the algorithm was naively
using the file contents for the id generation — processed afterwards inside a hashcode function. This was not an
evident bottleneck on small inputs, however, the longer the input the more this issue was a huge bottleneck. Thus, in
order to improve the id generation function the file content was substituted by the file path. Besides, some functions
were changed for more performant ones like \texttt{withFilter} instead of \texttt{filter} and changed some used \texttt{List}
collections for more performant equivalent ones according to their use case inside the algorithm. However, the
main improvement in this version is linked to the change of the filtering function, in charge of correlating the
predicate-object results to the subject results, by a grouping function that distributes each result by its id and root
ids. Ultimately, this changes the time complexity from a quadratic time $O(n^2)$ to a linear time $O(n)$. In addition, a
cache system was introduced for the JSON parser in order to avoid parsing big files multiple times.

Version 0.4.2

This version includes some minor improvements on performance that were more easily identifiable after changing
the filter function. Since the very beginning ShExML incorporates a system for inferencing data types based on the
obtained result [10] and a URI normalisation system that ensures that the engine generates compliant URIs. As these
are not standard features across languages and they can affect the performance, it was deemed to make them
optional letting users decide whether they need these systems.

Version 0.5.1

Once all the performance bottlenecks pertaining to the algorithm and implementation details were solved, the
sampling results reflected that most of the time was used on executing the queries using the respective libraries.
Even though this was totally out of the algorithm design and implementation details, the execution times seemed
excessively high, even more in the case of XML files. In previous versions the engine was using kantan-xpath and
gatling-jsonpath, both libraries written in Scala and designed according to Scala idioms. For trying to improve the
performance, the gatling-jsonpath library was substituted by Jayway JsonPath already in use by other declarative
mapping rules engines. In the case of XPath, firstly I tried to use the Javax Xpath API which delivered some
improvements but very far from those of JSONPath. Finally, the Saxon-HE library was incorporated delivering
much better results. Apart from that, the VTD-XML was also considered due to its very good performance results
(potentially better than Saxon-HE), unfortunately it was not possible to incorporate this library in the ShExML
due to a license collision. As it was done with the JSON parser in v0.4.0, a cache system was introduced in
this version for the XML parser.

5. Evaluation

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the analysis made and the consequent performance improvements, an
experiment was conducted over the enlisted versions.

\footnotesize{14 See the changelog: https://github.com/herminiogg/ShExML/compare/v0.3.3...v0.4.0
16 For collections performance consult: https://docs.scala-lang.org/overviews/collections-2.13/performance-characteristics.html
17 See the changelog: https://github.com/herminiogg/ShExML/compare/v0.4.0...v0.4.2
18 https://nrinaudo.github.io/kantan.xpath/
19 https://github.com/gatling/jsonpath
20 https://github.com/json-path/JsonPath
21 https://github.com/Saxonica/Saxon-HE
22 https://vtd-xml.sourceforge.io/
23 See the changelog: https://github.com/herminiogg/ShExML/compare/v0.4.2...v0.5.1}
This table shows the descriptive statistics for the execution time (measured in milliseconds) of the tested engine for each of the three inputs where $n$ is the size of the sample, $\bar{x}$ is the mean, $\tilde{x}$ is the median, $s$ is the standard deviation, $\text{max}$ is the maximum value of the sample, and $\text{min}$ is the minimum value of the sample.

### 5.1. Methodology

This methodology is based upon the one introduced in the SPARQL-Anything evaluation paper [7] but with some additions and changes to better assess the differences between the different engine versions. Therefore, the experiment was composed of three different inputs: (1) a set of mapping rules for a single film shape encoded in a flat JSON file with 1000 entries, (2) another set for a single film shape encoded in a flat XML file containing 1000 entries, (3) a set of mapping rules used in a real case scenario [11] which converts multiple files in JSON format extracted from the EHRI project with a deeper hierarchical structure. This combination should provide a double insight on the performance delivered by the engines, both in a synthetic environment and a real one.

Each engine was run against each input 30 times in order to have a sample which can be considered statistically significant. The v0.3.2 was used as the baseline version and the others described versions containing performance improvements (i.e., v0.3.3, v0.4.0, v0.4.2 and v0.5.1) were contrasted between them and against the baseline method.

### 5.2. Results

The described methodology was executed using the Windows Subsystem for Linux under a steady Windows 11 environment in an 11th Generation Intel i7 at 2.80 GHz, with 16GB of RAM. The Java environment consisted on the OpenJDK Runtime Environment 17.0.9 (build 17.0.9+9).

The results of this experiment and the statistical analysis are openly available on Github.

For the statistical analysis R on its version 4.3.1 was used. The descriptive statistics for each of the inputs and engines can be consulted in Table 1.

With the aim to assess the differences between the engines in a statistically-significant manner, a statistical hypothesis testing was conducted. As not all the distributions follow a normal distribution upon Shapiro-Wilk testing, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used delivering the following results: ($H(4) = 123.41, p < .001$) for the JSON films, ($H(4) = 137.79, p < .001$) for the XML films and ($H(3) = 111.01, p < .001$) for the EHRI institutions case. These results demonstrate that there are significant differences between the engines for almost all the given inputs.

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Engine</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$\bar{x}$</th>
<th>$\tilde{x}$</th>
<th>$s$</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>JSON Films 1000 entries</strong></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.2.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30488.20000</td>
<td>30572.00000</td>
<td>2015.11590</td>
<td>26696.00000</td>
<td>34699.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.3.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19220.23333</td>
<td>18984.50000</td>
<td>1190.45815</td>
<td>2670.00000</td>
<td>3418.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.0.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2888.56667</td>
<td>2823.00000</td>
<td>202.72721</td>
<td>2670.00000</td>
<td>3418.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.2.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2935.83333</td>
<td>2843.00000</td>
<td>583.90600</td>
<td>2496.00000</td>
<td>5740.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.5.1.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2591.50000</td>
<td>2527.00000</td>
<td>242.94894</td>
<td>2271.00000</td>
<td>3220.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>XML Films 1000 entries</strong></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.2.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>107352.33333</td>
<td>106644.50000</td>
<td>5239.70542</td>
<td>100762.00000</td>
<td>117625.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.3.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26724.26667</td>
<td>26358.00000</td>
<td>690.67777</td>
<td>26144.00000</td>
<td>28271.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.0.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22787.36667</td>
<td>22858.00000</td>
<td>1463.50730</td>
<td>20980.00000</td>
<td>26207.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.2.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21596.10000</td>
<td>21195.00000</td>
<td>906.07613</td>
<td>20770.00000</td>
<td>24324.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.5.1.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4867.26667</td>
<td>4825.50000</td>
<td>244.74800</td>
<td>4663.00000</td>
<td>5953.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EHRI institutions (JSON)</strong></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.2.jar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2188032</td>
<td>2188032</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2188032</td>
<td>2188032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.3.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>157217.16667</td>
<td>154946.00000</td>
<td>5966.55622</td>
<td>149673.00000</td>
<td>171430.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.0.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7434.16667</td>
<td>7376.50000</td>
<td>302.49162</td>
<td>6757.00000</td>
<td>8132.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.2.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6228.93333</td>
<td>6230.50000</td>
<td>138.71279</td>
<td>5997.00000</td>
<td>6611.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.5.1.jar</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5601.83333</td>
<td>5623.00000</td>
<td>197.05663</td>
<td>5283.00000</td>
<td>6124.00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

24 The resources and the raw results for this experiment can be found on https://github.com/herminiogg/shexml-performance-evaluation and under the following persistent DOI https://zenodo.org/doi/10.5281/zenodo.10890036
25 https://www.ehri-project.eu/
### Input Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JSON Films 1000 entries</td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.2.jar - ShExML-v0.3.3.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.3.jar - ShExML-v0.4.0.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.0.jar - ShExML-v0.4.2.jar</td>
<td>.695</td>
<td>.0506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.2.jar - ShExML-v0.5.1.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML Films 1000 entries</td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.2.jar - ShExML-v0.3.3.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.3.jar - ShExML-v0.4.0.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.0.jar - ShExML-v0.4.2.jar</td>
<td>.149</td>
<td>.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.2.jar - ShExML-v0.5.1.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHRI institutions (JSON)</td>
<td>ShExML-v0.3.3.jar - ShExML-v0.4.0.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.0.jar - ShExML-v0.4.2.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShExML-v0.4.2.jar - ShExML-v0.5.1.jar</td>
<td>&lt;.05</td>
<td>.420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

This table shows the results for the post hoc tests (p-value as p) and the effect size (as r) for each of the comparisons. Only the comparisons between consecutive versions are preserved in this table.

Highlighting that the performance improvement has been achieved successfully. However, in order to analyse the different improvements and their degree of influence on the performance, the post hoc tests were run and the effect sizes calculated which can be consulted in Table 2. For the p-values the conventional significance levels are used (p < .05 significant differences and p < .001 very significant differences) and for the effect size, the Cohen’s r suggested thresholds [12] (above .50 is considered a large effect size, above .30 a medium effect size and below .30 a small effect size.) This comparison between engines shows that there are significant differences between v0.3.2 and v0.3.3 for the three inputs with a medium effect size. Between v0.3.3 and v0.4.0 there are significant differences and a medium effect size for the XML and the institution entries, but the JSON input shows very significant differences and a large effect size. When comparing v0.4.0 and v0.4.2 only the institutions entry shows significant differences and a medium effect size. Finally, there are significant differences and a medium effect size between the v0.4.2 and the v0.5.1 for the three inputs. A closer look to the distributions allows to further explain these differences or lack of them. In the case of the JSON films entry the distributions (as it can be seen in Fig. 2) for the three most performant versions are quite close and they overlap among them, therefore explaining the lack of significant differences between v0.4.0 and v0.4.2 and the effect size very close to a small one between v0.4.2 and v0.5.1. For the XML input (represented in Fig. 3) the v0.5.1 is more performant but in the case of v0.4.2 and v0.4.0 (which do not present significant differences) both of them tend to have less performant iterations that fall under the v0.3.3 distribution values. Nevertheless, v0.4.2 shows a more unified shape suggesting a fairly improvement on performance over v0.4.0 (even though not quite appreciable.) Finally, when the EHRI institutions input is analysed (see Fig. 4) the three most performant versions (v0.5.1, v0.4.2 and v0.4.0) show very defined and almost not overlapping distributions.

### 5.3. Discussion

In the light of these results, I analyse the effects that each of the introduced modifications across the ShExML engine versions have in the overall performance given the three cases under study.

Firstly, the alleviation of IO operations and caching some of the iteration queries (from v0.3.2 to v0.3.3) resulted consequently in a very good performance improvement in bigger inputs, like the EHRI institutions one. Moreover, when having a lot hierarchical information, caching these iteration queries (that tend to be repeated) also supposes a decent improvement over not doing so. However, this improvement might seem more limited when the inputs are not very long nor they contain hierarchical data, as it is the case for the JSON and XML films inputs.

As already anticipated earlier, the transition from v0.3.3 to v0.3.4 introduced a great deal of improvement coming mainly from the changes on the calculation of ids and the enhanced filtering function. Thus, this has translated to a significant and steady improvement over all kinds of inputs. The bigger effect size on the JSON films entries can be explained by the JSON parser cache also introduced in this version. Conversely, the EHRI institutions case which also uses an input in the JSON format, deals with many files in comparison with a single file entry in the films case.
Fig. 2. Plot of the three most performant engines distributions against the input JSON Films 1000 entries.

Fig. 3. Plot of the three closest (on performance) engines distributions against the input XML Films 1000 entries.

Fig. 4. Plot of the three most performant engines distributions against the input EHRI institutions.

Making the data types inference and URI normalisation systems optional did not have a very big impact on smaller inputs (like both films cases) but as the result of the EHRI institutions entry demonstrate, it can have a bigger impact when longer inputs are used. At the same time, from a usability perspective, having these system enabled by default can cause some confusion to users, so making them optional seemed a good alternative both from the performance and usability points of view.

Finally, changing the XPath and JSONPath libraries for more performant alternatives drove to a better response time in the ShExML engine. When other bottleneck problems are resolved the main core of these data mapping engines relies in the query system which is normally delegated to an external library. Therefore, a wise choice in this regard can have a great impact on the engines performance. Besides, the introduction of the XML document parser results cache system seems to improve the general XML processing time even for smaller inputs.

6. Future work

While a lot of improvements have been introduced with this work in the ShExML engine performance, there are still some points of improvement. The main aspect of improvement would be to allow for executing the engine in a parallel fashion. As introduced earlier, some parts of the engine are not thread-safe (e.g., the cache systems) so it would be necessary to change their implementation for their thread-safe counterpart. Similarly, it should be studied in which parts of the engine code the foreseen parallelisation could provide an improvement on the performance taking into account the additional overheads of managing different threads within an application.

Regarding the benchmark, I envisage the application of this methodology to evaluate the improvements performed in the ShExML engine against other declarative mapping rules engines to spot the current situation and differences among them. In this sense, the idea is to run a replication study over the results obtained by [7] but adding features present in my study, including the statistical analysis, different input formats, and the involvement of a hierarchical input. This should provide a better picture of mapping rules engines capabilities in relation to multiple — and heterogeneously-shaped — data.

7. Conclusions

In this work the optimisation of the ShExML engine has been tackled using a profiling methodology as a means for detecting the bottlenecks and verifying the delivered enhancements. In order to corroborate the success of this methodology, the consequent optimised versions of the ShExML engine were tested and analysed using a performance evaluation whose results were analysed using statistical methods. The contrast of the statistical analysis against the introduced improvements gives a set of watch points over the optimisation of such engines which can be wide-applicable for other practitioners whose engines suffer from similar problems. Moreover, as a result of this work ShExML users can now benefit from a much faster and reliable engine.
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